SEAS Best Teaching Faculty of the Year

This award is presented to teaching faculty member(s) whose recent teaching performance, initiatives, publications and/or presentations demonstrate outstanding contributions to education within the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences. Eligible awardees must be full-time members of one of the School's departments/units and they must have an in-house title of Teaching Assistant Professor, Teaching Associate Professor, or Teaching Professor. The award recognizes outstanding performance during the past 1 to 3 years. A recipient may receive the award multiple times, but not in consecutive years. A maximum of two awards will be made each year.

Nomination

Any member of the SEAS Voting Faculty may nominate one person from the School for this award. Individuals may self-nominate through their Chair or directly to the Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs. A cover letter, recent CV, and appropriate supporting materials deemed appropriate must accompany the nomination. Applications shall be considered by the SEAS Awards Committee. The nominee's name (with nomination materials) will be forwarded to the Dean for final approval.

Criteria

This award is designed to recognize a teaching faculty member with a documented record of teaching excellence over the previous 1-3 years. Descriptions of new teaching methods or initiatives and/or publications and presentations related to teaching may also be considered positive evidence of excellence.

Deadline

November 1